Chapter 3363
With these words of Charlie, the government commander was shocked to the point of
horror!
He had never thought about what Charlie had said before this.
But now, he suddenly felt that what he said seemed to make sense.
At this time, Charlie’s eyes stared at him intently and said seriously, “The Cataclysmic
Front to you is the gauze used to dress your wounds!”
“When your wounds keep bleeding, you especially need gauze to help stop the bleeding
and heal your wounds;”
“But if the wounds are healed, you yourselves will not let the bloody gauze stay on you,
and you will think of taking it off!”
“And the gauze itself, if it wants to remain on you, must make your wounds never heal
and bleed forever!”
“If the gauze wants to occupy a larger area on your body, it must find a way to cut more
wounds on your body! Until your body is covered with this gauze!”
Charlie’s words completely stunned the government army commander.
He could already imagine the future of Syria under the secret manipulation of the
Cataclysmic Front, with war after war, a thousand holes and never coming peace.
At this time, Charlie was still going nonstop.
He looked at the other side, word by word warning: “Think about the United States of
America, Comrade Commander! Your Middle East has been suffering at the hands of the
United States for a long time.”

“It has brought in the Middle East chaos under the banner of peace and terrorism, and
even sent troops to invade several countries, do you think they are really thinking of
your peace and tranquility?”
“You must understand that they only covet your rich oil resources and want to keep you
under their control for a long time!”
“They are the source of your suffering!”
Speaking of this, he pointed his hand at Walter and said in a cold voice: “This group of
people is no different from the United States of America, if you still can’t recognize this
by now, then you will definitely be tortured by this group of parasites in the future until
you are worse than dead!”
The government army commander was already pale.
At this moment, he completely believed Charlie’s words.
Believed that the Cataclysmic Front was not here to help them, but to bring a sword to
slaughter them.
Walter, who was beside him, could not help but tremble at this moment as he listened.
In his heart, he was horrified and thought, “This guy, how could he know the plans of
the Supreme Commander? Supreme Commander he has indeed long planned, when the
Cataclysmic Front in Syria will establish a base.”
“Immediately secretly support the new opposition, so that Syria continues to be deep in
the quagmire of civil war.”
“Then, the Cataclysmic Front will always be needed by the government forces, rely on it,
naturally can also use this to ask for more resources from the government forces …… “
“But how does Hamid’s military advisor know all this?!”
“The Supreme Commander’s plan for Syria is parasitic!”

“The Cataclysmic Front first uses helping Syria purge the opposition as a lure to make it
willingly open its doors and let the Front put down roots.”
“Once the roots are planted, the Front will be parasitic and expand wildly inside Syria!”
“But if Syria recognizes the situation now, then they will never continue to fulfill the
cooperation between the two sides, then all the plans of the Cataclysmic Front will be
completely ruined!”
At the thought of this, Walter was so nervous that his entire head was numb, not
knowing what to do.

